
Many Legacy Telco Providers have discontinued or 
made cost-prohibitive Choke Lines and Choke 
Exchanges that Broadcasters have depended on for 
decades.  These services have been used in the 
broadcast industry to allow vast numbers of inbound 
calls simultaneously to facilitate things such as Radio 
Call In contests or to enable live callers for 
Podcast/Broadcasters with massive audiences.

Choke Lines or Choke Exchanges typically have a 
higher price than traditional telephony services due to 
the requirement to handle large call volumes without 
disrupting the rest of the telephone network of the 
provider. As legacy providers move away from 
technologies that provide this service, many 
broadcasters are forced to change to newer 
technologies.

ClearlyIP
Trusted Provider
of Broadcast Ready

ClearlyIP is a Trusted, Broadcast-Aware VoIP/SIP 
Service Provider that should be your First Choice 
when Considering Moving your Inbound Calling 
to Voice over IP.

VoIP Services



 � Call Choking ability at the carrier layer with the 
  ability to adjust in real time the number of 
  concurrent calls we will send to your PBX.

 � Call Choking at a Per Number basis from within 
  FreePBX if they are using FreePBX that allows the 
  administrator to real time set the number of 
  concurrent calls they want to accept on a per 
  Phone Number basis.

 � $24.99 per Call Path with no per minute charge for 
  inbound calls on Local Numbers or outbound calls 
  to US and Canada.

 � Requires a 4 Call Path minimum purchase.

 � Phone Numbers at .60 a month

 � 1 Time Number Porting fee of 10.00 per number.

 � 36 Month Agreement.

SIP Trunking with No Hosted FreePBX

 � Call Choking ability at the carrier layer with 
  the ability to adjust the number of concurrent 
  calls we will send to your PBX in real time.

 � Call Choking on a Per Number basis from within 
  FreePBX that allows the administrator to 
  real-time set the number of concurrent calls 
  they want to accept on a per Phone Number 
  basis.

 � Optional one time setup fee to help configure 
  FreePBX for $995.00.  Includes up to 8 hours of 
  configuration setup.
 
 � $34.99 per Call Path with no per-minute charge 
  for inbound calls on Local Numbers or 
  outbound calls to US and Canada.

 � Requires a 6 Call Path minimum purchase.

 � Phone Numbers at .60 a month

 � 1 Time Number Porting fee of 10.00 per number.

 � 36 Month Agreement

SIP Trunking with a Hosted FreePBX

ClearlyIP Offers Two Affordable Scalable SIP Trunking Plans Enabled with Support
for Call Choking, Designed to Fit the Needs of Broadcasters

Call Choking Scalability Affordable Self Management 911 Compliant Global Reach

Our call handling features will give you innovative options, and the adaptability
to grow with your business and manage contest participation.
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Contest Calling
When you have contests that depend on selecting specific 
callers, does your current phone system make it easy for you to 
control the number of calls you get? Can you change that 
number on the fly? Or choke the lines after a certain number of 
calls? If not, then ClearlyIP just became your best choice.

Our systems handle the day-to-day work, but we also give you 
innovative options to self manage and scale with your business.


